• Grader W/O solutions
• Grader W/ solutions
• Help Center TA
• Lab TA
• Recitation TA
• Teacher...
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Do...
GTA Lecture Preparation

**Do...**
- Attend regular lecture
- Re-prepare sourced materials
- Seek multiple sources
- Check out classroom/techs
- White-board ©
- Request additional techs

**Don’t...**
- Attend GTA special offerings...
  - as well as faculty trainings
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**Don’t...**
- Assume status-quo
- Prepare too far in advance
- Think "just 'cause you know it"
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**Don’t...**
- Assume status-quo
- Prepare too far in advance
- Think "just 'cause you know it"
- Over-rely on internet sources...
- ...or live internet
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Lecture Delivery

**Do...**
- Mix things up
- Energy & Enthusiasm
- Humor
- Relate to professional world
- Rely on own practical experience...
- ...as well as students'

**Don’t...**
- Assume you can’t learn from students
- Use improper language & references
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Lecture Delivery

**Do...**
- Mix things up
- Energy & Enthusiasm
- Humor
- Relate to professional world
- Rely on own practical experience...
- ...as well as students’

**Don’t...**
- Assume you can’t learn from students
- Use improper language & references
- Start late & finish early
- Give (+) credit for attendance
- Regurgitate info...

What is commonly referred to as dental plaque is actually a type of biofilm attached to the surface of the tooth enamel.
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“PARTIAL” HANDOUTS

http://web.mst.edu/~reflori/be140/exams/Spring%202002/Exam%202/Exam%202B-­‐2.GIF
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WolfVision & Camtasia

- Editing Lecture for Next Time
- Multiple Sections and/or TAs

Grading...

- Consistency: Pre-sort Timing Re-grade
- Disputes: +/- Fair
- Multiple Sections and/or TAs

“Keep...”
“Embrace…”

Boundaries…

Explore…

If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.  
– Albert Einstein

Explore…

Explore…